In today's scenario, most of the applications like web repository generate bulk of heterogeneous data. Visualization helps in the interpretation of meaningful information from huge data generated by these applications. There are many visualization techniques available in literature. Parallel Coordinates, Glyph and Projection techniques are some of the famous data visualization techniques. Projection techniques are unable to illustrate the details of data like inter-tuple variations. Parallel Coordinates have good capacity to express the details, but require more space as well as it is affected from clutter. Trend figure is also affected from clutter up to some extent. Considering the heterogeneous nature of data and limitation of visualization techniques, single visualization technique does not fulfill the analytical requirements of different application domains. But combination of these visualization techniques may fulfill the analytical requirements of applications from different domain. In this work, we have developed a tool, in which Parallel coordinates and trend figure used as interactive techniques with projection technique. The proposed combination reduces the limitation like inter-tuple variations of projection technique. Analysis of data with proposed tool has the potential to uncover other relationships and non-trivial structures.
INTRODUCTION
Data analysis is based on the statistical approaches that are indispensable for the study of biological systems, marketing analysis and research. Understanding of large amounts of Multi-dimensional data resulting from the high-throughput technologies are not completely served by mathematical techniques and are usually complemented with visual, knowledge discovery and other computational tools. Visualization technique augments the understanding about the information. As size of the data grows it produces new challenges and problems. To overcome such challenges and problem there is a requirement of exploring new ways and techniques. Display of more and more data in limited area is one of the challenges. Mapping of n-dimensional data on to 2D space is effective solution to display more and more data in limited space. There are many techniques available to project n-dimensional data into 2D data such as Self Organizing Map (SOM), Radviz, Freeviz, and Principle Component Analysis (PCA). These techniques effectively express the in-tuple variation but not able to express the intra-tuple variation. Projection techniques are also affected from poor interaction techniques. On other hand parallel coordinates express both in-tuple and intra-tuple variations. Trend figures are simple and elegant ways to express the data. Parallel Coordinates is heavily suffered from clutter. Ruth Rosenholtz suggested the definition of clutter: "Clutter is the state in which excess items, or their representation or organization, lead to a degradation of performance of some task" [1] . Parallel Coordinate and Trend figure are effective for presentation of small size of data. So these techniques can work effectively as interaction techniques for visualization of large data size. Interaction is a way to perform the desired actions on the data to get the desired information/Pattern. Proposed work is to visualize Data by projection techniques and interacted by parallel coordinates and Trend figures. This kind of combination improves interaction of user with data and provides in-tuple variation and intra-tuple variations.
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Parallel coordinates provides comparative view of data while projection techniques provides combined effects of data (as shown in figure 1 and 2 [4] He discussed the various types of graphical representation of data. He explores the aspect of the data presentation not the interaction. Andrienko et al. [5] provides the overview of multiple ways to view the multidimensional data with tradeoff between detail and overview view of the data.
Urska Cvek et. al [6] uses multiple visualization techniques to explore the hidden relationship among data. But they does not use as interaction mechanism. Gregor Leban and others [7] introduce a method called VizRank, which is applied on classified data to automatically select the most useful data projections. It can be can be used with any visualization method that maps attribute values to points in a two-dimensional visualization space. It assesses possible data projections and ranks them by their ability to visually discriminate between classes. He uses Vizrank, Scatter plot and other visualization techniques but does not used as interaction. An interesting combination of parallel coordinates and reorderable matrix is presented by the Siirtola in their work [8] . [14] . Peihong et.al. Proposed an interactive clustering using graph [15] . Interactive exploration of information using multiple view was proposed Sara Johansson in his work. [16] .
Similarly, Roberts provides in [17] some additional guidelines to increase the consistency, correlation between multiple views and automatic generation of multiple views the same data. Multi-touch technique for brushing in parallel coordinates proposed by same author [18] . Robert Koasara and Sara Johansson Proposed many enhancements in the direction of interactions [16, 17, 18, 19] . A. Dasgupta provides screen space utilization metrics as pargnostics [20] and talked about privacy issues and clutters [21] with respect to parallel coordinates. 
PROPOSED WORK
In this work we have proposed two enhancements
Interactive Trend Figures:
Trends figures are placed circularly around the projection based representation (as shown in figure 3 ). User can interact, highlight, filter and select the data using trend figure or Vector based presentation or vice-versa.
Highlighting intra-tuple variation through Parallel Coordinates
Parallel Coordinates are well known visualization techniques. Here it is using as interaction techniques. User can select a data in projection view and user can see detail of each point in form of parallel coordinates kind of view. User can get the in-tuple variations as well as intra tuple variations. User can select multiple points hence many parallel coordinates view will appears. Hence user can compare not only within the tuple but within selected set of dot (tuple). Projection based visualization techniques (multidimensional data is mapped to two dimensional space) is the most suitable visualization techniques for massive datasets or high dimensional datasets. It highlights the discrimination among data tuple but does not display the discrimination within data tuple. In our research work we used vector based projection techniques (demonstrated in figure 5 ).
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Vector based visualization techniques:
Vector based visualization is radial vector based visualization similar to Radviz. Axes are spaced equiangularly from each other and radiating from common center point. Each data item in tuple is assumed as vector and the item value is considered as magnitude of vector and axis angle is considered as vector angle. Axis angle calculated by equation mentioned as below. 
Dataset used
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this work we developed a prototype and visualize the two data base Out5D( figure 6) and Olive( figure 7) database. The out5d consist of 1307(reduced dataset) values and five attributes (spot, magnetics, and three radiometrics channelspotassium, thorium, and uranium) of remote sensed data. figure 8 and 9 indicates). Hence with this enhancement projection techniques show the intra-tuple variation with inter-tuple variations and better performance. 
EVALUATION CRITERIA
RESULTS & CONCLUSION
In this work, we have presented a novel multiple views of data. Projection techniques are effective in representation of multidimensional data in small space but lacking in providing the details (intra-tuple variation). Trend figure provides excellent intra-tuple variation but lacking intertuple variation. Similarly Parallel coordinates offer both inter-tuple and intra tuple variations but affected from clutter. Each one has its own weakness & strength.
Combining the strength of these techniques provide great improvements in information extraction and highlight the hidden patterns. Use of Parallel coordinates and trend figure together enhances the ability of projection techniques. We have tested our idea with prototypes that proves the effectiveness (as shown in figures 6, 7, 8 and 9).
In the future, we can explore the business applications of such combinations and explore the possibilities of use of other visualization techniques as interaction techniques. Furthermore we extend same interaction techniques with other visualization techniques. 
